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For me, August begins my favorite season for astrophotography.  The nights are still warm, 
the dark sky duration is getting longer every night and some of my favorite targets in the 
southern Milky Way are in their best location for imaging.  Only the bugs, humidity and 
smoke from the fires in the west detract from an enjoyable and productive imaging session.  
This month I will look at some of the objects in the southern Milky Way that are in their 
optimum location for observing or imaging.  These objects due to their negative declination 
never get very high in the sky and are seasonal objects.

For me, the gems of the southern Milky Way are the four Messier nebulae, M8, M20, M17, 
and M16.  Highest in the night sky is M16, the Eagle Nebula, found in the constellation 
Serpens.  M16 is a H II region that contains a number of star forming regions.  One of these 
regions named the Pillars of Creation was the subject of a famous Hubble Space Telescope 
image. 

The Omega Nebula, M17, is another star forming region that emits strongly in the H II 
region of the visible spectrum.  It is only a few degrees south of M16 in the constellation 
Sagittarius and can be imaged with M16 by using a short focal length telescope.  The 
necessary focal length will depend upon the size of the size of your detector.  From a dark 
sky area M17 can be seen with binoculars.

The Trifid Nebula, M20, is our third Hydrogen II star forming region.  It is in the constellation 
Sagittarius.  With a declination of -23°, the Trifid Nebula never gets very high in the sky as 
seen from Green Bay.  M20 is a fun target to image with just about any kind of telescope.  It 
includes an open cluster of stars, an emission nebula, a reflection nebula and a dark nebula 
all in one compact nebula.  

The fourth Messier nebula of the southern Milky Way is M8, the Lagoon Nebula.  It, like 
M20, is a hydrogen emitting region in the constellation Sagittarius and is only a few degrees 
away from M20.  It too is a complicated object with emission nebula, dark nebula and an 
open star cluster in this dynamic region of space.  To image any of these objects I suggest 
using a hydrogen alpha filter and long exposure times.

The southern Milky Way is host to a multitude of planetary nebula, globular star clusters, 
open star clusters and nebulae.  More than can be observed in one season making the 
southern Milky Way a gift to all of us.

I hope you get some good viewing nights this month.  Enjoy.
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M17 In H alpha and O III

M16 in Hydrogen alpha
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Orange Moon due to smoke July 19, 2021 taken by Dick Francini

Where have all the stars gone?

If you have tried to observe or image the night sky last month you were most likely 
disappointed with your results.  The reason is smoke from fires in southern British 
Columbia has been spreading across Alberta and the northern half of the lower 48 
states.  While sky observing conditions have been severely impacted on some nights, 
we have had some beautiful orange sunsets and moonsets.  The good news is that local 
weather events can help clear the atmosphere over us of smoke for short periods of 
time.  But, we most likely will have to deal with adverse observing conditions until fall 
rains and winter snows extinguish the fires in the west.

Map showing near surface smoke levels from July 31, 2021
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January	
6	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Kuiper	Belt	Objects	

February	
3	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Astronomy	in	the	

Movies	–	Fake	Science	or	Real?	
8-14		 Winter	Star	Party	–	Big	Pine	Key,	FL	

Cancelled	(Being	Held	as	a	virtual	star	
party	on	YOUTUBE.COM)	

March	
3	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Intermediate	

Astrophotography	
12-13	 Kroes	Observing	Weekend	

April	
7	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Kevin	Nasal	
10	 Messier	Marathon	
24	 Einstein	Science	Expo	-	Cancelled	

May	
1	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Steven	O’Meara	

Saturday	10:30	AM		Note	Change	in	time		
7-8	 NCRAL	Convention,		Green	Bay	-	Cancelled	
14-15	 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	

June	
2	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Chandra	X-Ray	

Observatory	
4-5	 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	
10	 Partial	solar	eclipse	seen	from	Green	Bay	

at	sunrise	
10-13	 Wisconsin	Observers	Weekend,	Waupaca,	

WI		

July	
7	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Surprise	Topic	
7-11	 Pike	River	Starfest	
9-10		 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	

August	
1-6		 Nebraska	Star	Party	–	Valentine,	NE	
4	 Monthly	Meeting	-	Historic	Astronomy	

Tools	
6-7	 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	
6-8	 Northwoods	Starfest,	Fall	Creek,	WI	
19-21	ALCON	2021	-	Virtual	Conference,	(Free)	

September	
1. Monthly	Meeting	–	Historic	Astronomy	

Tools	
1-7	 Northern	Nights	Starfest,	Palisade,	MN	
3-4	 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	
11	 Public	Observing	–	Brillion	Nature	Center	

October	 	
1-2	 Parmentier	Observing	Weekend	
6	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Peter	Dzwonkowski	&	

Electrons	
9	 Public	Observing	–	Bay	Beach	Wildlife	

Sanctuary	

November	
1. Monthly	Meeting	–	Screening	of	Short	Film	

“Liminous”	A	eilm	about	the	work	of	Larry	
Molnar	directed	by	Sam	Smartt	

5-6	 Kroes	Observing	Weekend	

December	
1	 Monthly	Meeting	–	Year	in	Review	

2021 Schedule of Events for NPMAS

New Member Welcome 

No new members this month

http://YOUTUBE.COM
http://YOUTUBE.COM
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Aug. 2: Saturn at opposition
Aug. 8: New Moon
Aug. 12-13: Perseid Meteor Shower
Aug. 19: Jupiter at opposition
Aug. 22: Full moon

Ref.  In-the-sky.org
earthsky.org
go-astronomy.com

Eye in the Sky CLUB PUBLIC OUTREACH

The education of the public about astronomy is 
one aspect of our mission.  Our public viewing 
sessions are one way we achieve this goal.  
Another is by accommodating requests from 
organizations in the region for astronomy related 
speakers or demonstrations.  Types of 
organizations that have made requests are schools, 
public libraries, and scout troops. The club is 
always looking for individuals who would like to 
contribute to these activities.  Ways that 
individuals can contribute is by preparing or 
giving presentations, assisting at public viewing 
sessions or by answering questions from the 
public.  If you are interested in contributing to the 
club’s public outreach activities you can contact 
any of the board members or the Public Outreach 
Coordinator Robert Nelezen at 
robertn330@gmail.com.

M8 Nebula Filter

mailto:robertn330@gmail.com
mailto:robertn330@gmail.com
http://earthsky.org
http://earthsky.org
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Sale of astronomy estate items

Kevin Nasal has informed me that this is the last week to purchase any of the remaining astronomy gear from Joe 
Timmerman estate sale.

Some important notes on these sales:
1. If you’re interested in buying something on this list, contact me (Kevin) via email at knasal4@new.rr.com. Once 

you contact me, I will provide you next steps in the process. 
2. Prices are (mostly) set at 50% of new sale price. As such, item prices are non negotiable - please do not press 

us on this. As I’ve explained to many, in selling these things, we are honoring Joe’s memory and attempting to 
help Bean with funds as she’s left behind. We think you’ll find items are very fairly priced.

3. Pictures are available of most items. If you want pictures of gear, contact Kevin.
4. Bean is coming to visit Beth and me at the end of July. If you wish to wait, she could deliver your items to my 

home and you could then pickup your items. Otherwise, all the items would be shipped by Bean from her home 
in Hayward WI. 

5. Certain items (due to size and weight) are local pickup in Hayward only. 
6. Bean will accept a check, bank cashier’s check or money order for payment. NO ELECTRONIC MEANS OF 

PAYMENT. Your payment must clear her bank before she ships your item.
So, take a look at the items and let me know if you’d like to buy something.

Eyepiece - Meade 18mm SWA Multicoated 1.25" $65

Patriot Lighting Red Rope light 12' $10

Tech 2000 Zap-On Dew Tape 3.5" 9v Powered $20

Cat's Eye 3-Tool Set in Wood Wonders Box $225
Acetate Overlay, 2" Teletube and TeleCat, Black Cat 
Cheshire Caps and New Perspectives on Newtonian 
Collimation (Vic Menard)printed book

Dell Precision M5400 i7, 8GB, 1TB, FX1800 
Graphics, Power Supply and 15" x 9" Red Acrylic 
Screen included

$300

Shetland Pony Pro 1200 Hair Dryer $25
Bogen 3021 Tripod w/ Bogen 3028 3D Head, 
Carry Strap, and Soft Case $110

The Complete Tutorial of CCD Stack - Astro 
Imaging Tutorial, on Flash Drive $25

Dimensions of Photoshop Astro Imaging Tutorial, 
on Flash Drive $20

Trius SX-694 CCD Camera w/OAG and Starlight 
Express Mini Filter Wheel $1,664 Monochrome

Astrophysics Heavy Duty Tripod w.Paramount MX 
mounting plate $513

Software Bisque Paramount MX w/Polar Scope $5,500

Software Bisque Pier 36" f/Paramount MX NO 
BOX $450

Steel Pier $375
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Club Monthly Meetings 

The NPMAS monthly meetings are open to the public and are held at the Neville Public Museum on the first 
Wednesday of each month from 6:30 to 8:30 PM.  We are currently holding our club monthly meetings in two 
formats.  People can attend the meetings in person at the Neville Museum or you can participate in the 
meeting via zoom. 

If you wish to attend the meetings in person, the Neville has set up a on-line registration system. The museum 
has setup the chairs to maintain social distancing, we encourage everyone to follow the state mandated mask 
requirement as well.  Please use this link to obtain registration prior to attending:

https://www.eventbrite.com/o/neville-public-museum-25049488527

If you would like to attend remotely via zoom, please watch for the email Brian Chopp sends out prior to the 
meeting with the link to zoom.  Here is this months link: 

If you have not used zoom yet, you will find it very simple.  Click on the link and follow the steps to enter the 
meeting ID and then passcode when prompted.  It may ask you to download some software if you have never 
used zoom before.  After that, you will be put into the meeting.  If you have a microphone or camera, you can 
participate in the conversation, if not, you can still watch the meeting. We do ask that if you have a 
microphone, please disable it during the speakers presentation unless asking or being asked to answer a 
question.  Being courteous will keep disruptions down to a minimum. 

TELESCOPE WORKSHOP

Before each monthly meeting Gerry Kocken is 
offering to meet with club members who have 
questions about their telescopes or have 
telescopes that need adjustments or repairs.  If 
you would like to meet with Gerry for this 
service he requests that you contact him prior to 
the meeting so that he knows what he needs to 
bring and to schedule his time.  You can contact 
Gerry at gerryk@kockenwi.com

M20 in Hydrogen alpha

https://www.eventbrite.com/o/neville-public-museum
https://www.eventbrite.com/o/neville-public-museum
mailto:gerryk@kockenwi.com
mailto:gerryk@kockenwi.com
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Call for Art
Big Thing in Far Away Places

How Astronomers See the Universe

Ladybug Glass Studio & Gallery, 219 
Steele St., Algoma, WI will host an exhibit 
of the artwork of members of the Neville 
Public Museum Astronomical Society 
during the month of October 2021 at the 
gallery in Algoma Wisconsin during 
normal business hours.

NPMAS members are encouraged to 
submit any kind of astronomical artwork 
that they would like to share with the public.  Two dimensional, photographs, 
paintings and sketches and 3-D works are all welcome.  Works can be for display 
only or offered for sale.

As in all art shows, space is limited. The gallery reserves the right to limit the number 
of items displayed.  Every effort will be made to display works from all members who 
submit works for the show.

There is no charge to display your work.  A 25% commission will be collected from 
the sale price for any works sold during the show.

To help us plan, please send the following to ladybugglass@icloud.com before Sept. 
15.

1) jpeg image, 72 dpi, 120 pixels at longest side labeled title_last name
2) size of work
3) medium (photography, drawing, sculpture, etc)
4) description of work

All submissions should be display ready, ie, framed with hanging hardware attached.

While every precaution will be taken to avoid damage or loss, Ladybug Glass Studio 
& Gallery assumes no liability for works while on display.

Please contact us if you need any assistance with printing or display.

The gallery will accept works for the show in September.  Contact either Kimberly 
Lyon at 920-591-2883 or John Lyon at 920-366-5566 with questions or to arrange for 
the submission of your work.  

mailto:ladybugglass@icloud.com
mailto:ladybugglass@icloud.com
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Loaner Telescopes 

NPMAS	members	are	welcome	to	use,	free	of	charge	
for	a	one	month	period,	one	of	the	six	club	telescopes.		
Please	contact	one	of	the	board	members	to	make	
arrangements.		The	six	telescopes	available	are:	
		10	inch	Dobsonian	Telescope	
		60	mm	Bushnell	Voyager	
		12	inch	Orion	SkyQuest	IntelliScope	
		Meade	ETX125	Cassegrain	Telescope	with	AutoStar	
			4”	Meade	Schmidt	Cassegrain	
			8”	F10	Celestron	Schmidt-Cassegrain

Club Library 

NPMAS	has	a	collection	of	astronomy	related	books	
and	videos	covering	a	wide	variety	of	topics	
including	observing,	the	solar	system,	stars	and	
more.		Items	can	be	checked	out	at	monthly	club	
meetings	or	by	contacting	Tom	Cashman	at	
920-432-2261

Ofeicers		

President
Brian Chopp
president@npmas.org

Vice President
Lynn Ward
vicepresident@npmas.org

Treasurer
Tom Cashman
treasurer@npmas.org

Secretary
David Wagner
secretary@npmas.org

Board Members

Mark Wells
Mark-wells@SBCGlobal.net

Jim Vareka
jim.vareka@gmail.com

Rodrigo Roesch
rroesch@gmail.com

John Lyon
lyonj@uwgb.edu

NPMAS BOARD

ALCOR	Representative...............Rodrigo	Roesch	
Awards	Coordinator	............................Lynn	Ward	
Camp	U-Nah-Li-Ya		...........................Wayne	Kuhn	
Einstein	Science	Expo		...................Gerry	Kocken	
Historian	........................................George	McCourt	
Holiday	Party	.....................................Dick	Francini	
Librarian	............................................Tom	Cashman	
Membership	………………………….Tom	Cashman	
Messier	Marathon	........................Bill	Hennessey	
Observatory	Rep	...............................Mike	Moneils	
Observatory	Key	Holders	 ........Dick	Francini	
………………………………………………Wayne	Kuhn	
...................................................................Brian	Chopp	
.................................................................Gerry	Kocken	
...................................................................Mike	Moneils	
........................................................................John	Lyon	
Properties	........................................David	Wagner	
Public	Outreach	..........................Robert	Nelezen	
Website	..............................................Scott	Dickson	
Newsletter	Editor	.................................John	Lyon	
Public	Observing	..............................Brian	Chopp	
Social	Media	…………………………Jim	Sentowski

Staff/Committee Chairs The Eyepiece 

Editor : John Lyon 
Circulation : 72 

Submissions can be emailed 
to LYONJ@UWGB.EDU or 

mailed to N6618 Hillside Rd. 
Casco, WI 54205 

The Eyepiece is a monthly 
publication of the Neville 

Public Museum Astronomical 
Society.  Material in the 

Eyepiece may be reprinted 
for nonprofit use with proper 
credit and consent from both 

the editor and writer.  The 
editor reserves the right to 
accept or refuse, edit for 

content, etc., any article or 
image submitted for 

publication.

NPMAS OBSERVING SITES 

NPMAS members have access to two observing sites 
located on private land and belonging to members of 
our club.

Parmentier Observatory
Parmentier Observatory is home to a 30 inch classical 
Cassegrain telescope, the largest private observatory in 
Wisconsin.  Members may view through the 30 inch or 
setup their own telescopes in the adjoining field.
Address:
N4175 Doell Road
Luxemburg, WI 54217
Observatory Representative
Mike Monfils – 920-435-7350

Cedar Drive Observing
This is the private residence of Tony and Tara Kroes, 
located southwest of Polaski on 10 acres of land.  
Members are welcome anytime but please call ahead 
to make arrangements.
Tony Kroes Home – 920-265-9290

mailto:president@npmas.org
mailto:vicepresident@npmas.org
mailto:treasurer@npmas.org
mailto:secretary@npmas.org
mailto:Mark-wells@SBCGlobal.net
mailto:rroesch@gmail.com
mailto:lyonj@uwgb.edu
mailto:LYONJ@UWGB.EDU
mailto:president@npmas.org
mailto:vicepresident@npmas.org
mailto:treasurer@npmas.org
mailto:secretary@npmas.org
mailto:Mark-wells@SBCGlobal.net
mailto:rroesch@gmail.com
mailto:lyonj@uwgb.edu
mailto:LYONJ@UWGB.EDU

